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The VAZ-2101 "Zhiguli", commonly nicknamed "Kopeyka" (for the smallest coin, 1/100 of the Ruble), is a
compact sedan car (small class, passenger car, model 1 in Soviet classification) produced by the Soviet
manufacturer AvtoVAZ and introduced in 1970, the company's first product.. An adaptation of the Fiat 124 for
the Soviet market, it was exported under the Lada brand.
VAZ-2101 - Wikipedia
The VAZ-2103 Zhiguli is a deluxe compact sedan car (small class, passenger car, model 3 in Soviet
classification), produced by VAZ, introduced in 1972 and produced until 1984.Better known by its famous
export name Lada 1500 outside of its native Soviet union and popularly nicknamed Ð¢Ñ€Ð¾Ð¹ÐºÐ° (Troika,
'three') in domestic market.The car was developed jointly by VAZ and FIAT at the same time ...
VAZ-2103 - Wikipedia
Nissan cars: Main Parts Ads page Bookmark this page! Ads are being placed every day, so remember to call
in again to see the latest submissions!
Nissan cars. Parts and spares for old Nissans
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3699694 , 2686568 . 2405553 de 1454948 a 1285960 o 1150119 e 1136727 que 966542 do 797882 da
627109 em 521692 para 432313 ) 427259 com 425568 um 420414 ( 416487 no 391367 Ã© 38157
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